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TrainND Foundation to Hold Death by Chocolate Event 
 

Williston, ND – The TrainND Foundation, a newly developed non-profit, is excited to 

announce their 1st Annual Death by Chocolate Event. 
 

This will be an exclusive, semi-formal chocolate dessert sampling on Saturday, 
February 11th, 2023, from 7pm-11pm at the James Memorial Art Center. The event 
is designed to showcase 15 or more local chefs and restaurants that will prepare 

bite size desserts with chocolate as the main feature for guests to enjoy. Our 
guests and donors will enjoy classical music and wine pairings or cocktails while 

they make their way through the various dessert stations and have the option to 
bid on full size desserts in a silent auction.  
 

“We are very much looking forward to bringing a unique dessert-themed event to 
the area” said Lindsee Reynen, treasurer of the TrainND Foundation. “If you are a 

lover of sweet treats you won’t want to miss this event!” 
 
The TrainND Foundation was established in June 2022 and one of the main 

initiatives this year is the creation of a scholarship program to make workforce and 
career training available to those in need, who may not qualify for other financial 

assistance. Programs currently included in this scholarship effort are CDL, Crane, 
Certified Nursing Assistant, and recently our ASCENT Unmanned Aeronautical 
Academy more commonly known as the Drone Program.  

 
“We are excited to make this Death by Chocolate event something the community 

can look forward to annually. The impact of the funds raised during this event will 
allow the TrainND Foundation to continue its mission of changing lives and industry 
by supporting the highest quality workforce training by funding scholarship for 

individuals in need of assistance,” said Kenley Nebeker, president of the TrainND 
Foundation. “We invite the community to join us at this event and enjoy some 

amazing desserts and support workforce development in our region.” 
 

A limited number of tickets will be available for purchase starting Monday, January 
9th at TrainND Northwest (415 22nd Ave NE Williston, ND 58801) for $100/couple or 
$60/single. Please check the TrainND Northwest Facebook page as more details 

become available, such as chef and restaurant features, auction items and more. If 
you have questions about the event or you are a chef or restaurant interested in 
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participating in the event please contact Tara Erickstad at 701-580-9367 or 
tara.erickstad@willistonstate.edu with any questions. 
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